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funCTIonal, ComfoRTablE.
Cricket II chairs are easily grouped or stacked. With a 
wider compound curved back and waterfall seat, Cricket ll 
provides enhanced comfort and support. Cricket ll chairs 
can be upholstered in any of Nightingale’s wide selection 
of textile offerings and colors that will give any common 
space a unique look. 



Cricket II 502
Fedora (Tangelo)
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moDElS

The Cricket II is our ‘everything chair.’ Practical, durable, 
stackable, and comfortable, it serves a wide-range of functions 
and spaces. No matter your need, the Cricket II will surpass it. 

Cricket II 503
Heavenly (Cornflower) 
The lack of armrests in the 503 model 
make it a freer sit, providing more range 
room for multi-use functions. 

Cricket II 502 
Mingle (Straw) 
The 502 has durable nylon armrests that 
provide reliable, sturdy support. 
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fEaTuRES

DURABLE FRAME
Frame 7/8” outside diameter, 16 
gauge heavy duty round tubular 
steel with rear angled legs.

TOUGH FINISH
High impact epoxy powder 
coat, electrostatically applied for 
corrosion resistance, standard in 
semi gloss black.

LUMBAR SUPPORT
Compound curved back provides 
superior comfort and support.

EASY STORAGE & EXPANSION
Can be ganged or stacked. Stacks 
10 on a dolly and 6 free-standing.

SMOOTH MOVEMENT
Chrome-plated metal 
cushion glides.

MORE COMFORT 
Wider seat and back for 
more comfort and support.

WATERFALL SEAT 
Waterfall seat design to 
reduce muscle fatigue. 

UPHOLSTERED SEATS
Upholstered seat and back with 
high density foam for durability 
and comfort.

Cricket II 503
Heavenly (Cornflower)



502
DESIGNER ll COLLECTION 
MINGLE l MGL002 | Straw

TEXTIlES

502
DESIGNER ll COLLECTION 
CARESSA l CAR064 | Cerulean
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502
DESIGNER ll COLLECTION 
MINGLE l MGL002 | Straw

502
DESIGNER ll COLLECTION
RUMBA l RUMB003 | Lime

502
DESIGNER lll COLLECTION  
THEORY l THRY017 | Stone

The Cricket II can be upholstered with any of our high-quality 
textiles, vinyls, or leathers. Customize your chair with our 

wide range of colors and grades on My Chair Maker: 
nightingalechairs.com/my-chair-maker
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nightingalechairs.com
800 363 8954 

DIMENSIONS DISCLAIMER
Dimensions are subject to change without notice. 
Dimensions may have a variance of up to 0.5”.
Contact Nightingale if more precise measurements are needed. 

Made in a 100% waste free manufacturing facility.

ISO 14001 & ISO 9001 CERTIFIED
TB117-2013 COMPLIANT

TEXTILE DISCLAIMER
Nightingale only upholsters with top quality materials.

Nightingale recommends ordering product samples at 
www.nightingalechairs.com/textiles before final purchase to get a 
more accurate representation of color. However, due to slight variations 
in dye lots, there can be slight color variations to received product.

Nightingale has made every effort to represent the colors and textures 
of these textiles, vinyls and leathers as accurately as possible. However, 
we cannot guarantee 100% accuracy, due to variations that occur in the 
printing process.
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